LO09 - From Casalpustrerlengo to River Po
Start node info

Casalpusterlengo, railway station

End node info

Somaglia, river Po

Total length

8.1 km

Category

Cycling

Suggested type of bycicle Road
Cycle time

00:25 (hh:min)

Uphill

24 m

Downhill

33 m

Max height

63 m

Difficulty by cycle

Easy

Coated

97 %

Offroad

3%

Cyclability

100 %

On cycle road

40 %

Description
Short path that connects the railway station of Casalpusterlengo to the Castle of Somaglia, and to the river
Po in the Gargatano area.

Elevation

Ref.

Km partial

Km Description
total

0.0

0.0 at the end of the cycle path near the railway station take a right into the
tree-lined avenue

0.2

0.2 at the Street lamp continue straight ahead into Via Garibaldi taking the
bicycle lane

0.2

0.4 at Piazza del Popolo continue straight ahead

0.2

0.6 at Piazza Brembiolo take Viale Cappuccini on the cycle sidewalk on the
opposite side of the carriageway

0.5

1.1 at the Street lamp continue straight ahead

0.4

1.5 at the Church of Cappuccini at the stop sign take a right into Via San
Francesco

0.2

1.7 at the stop sign at the crossroad take a left into Via Conciliazione

0.2

1.9 ride past Via Fleming on the left and continue straight ahead on the SP
142 going out of Casalpusterlengo

1.7

3.6 ride past the access points on the right to Cascina S.Isidoro and Cascina
S.Daniele and continue on the Provincial Road

0.9

4.5 shortly before the roundabout of Somaglia keep to the left taking the
cycle path that allows us to cross the provincial road safely

0.2

4.7 at the roundabout follow the signs for route P4 Codogno

0.1

4.7 continue on the cycle path downhill

0.3

5.0 past the cemetery of Somaglia keep to the right on the cycle path that
ends near the public park

0.3

5.3 near the Church of Somaglia take the paved road downhill towards
Guardamiglio

2

Ref.

Km partial

Km Description
total

0.1

5.4 shortly after take a right into the cycle path of Vicolo della Zavanca

0.5

5.9 cross the road, entering the Parco Galleria keeping to the right shortly
after

0.2

6.0 take a left towards the underpass

0.2

6.2 past the underpass take the cycle path on the right

0.6

6.8 near C.na Castellina at the end of the cycle path keep to the right, cross
the paved road and right after take the narrow paved road on the left

0.2

7.1 at the end of the paved narrow road continue straight ahead on the cart
road

0.2

7.3 at the rest area cross the bridge on the paved road

0.1

7.3 continue on the paved road towards the near bank of the Po

0.6

7.9 in location Gargatano leave the bank and ride towards the river where
you can find the river dock and the bicycle rental point

0.1

8.1 end
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